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Precise Levels - Oak

Below we see the Aldenham Oak with the difference between the maximum and minimum ground
movement values in the monitoring term. This data covers the period 27.04.06 to 22.02.07. The
tree is situated between Stations 1 and 17.

The datum, sunk to a depth of 10mtrs in sandy gravel, is to the extreme left – Station 10. We can
see that Stations 7 & 9 have moved 35mm in total. Stations 21 and 22 have moved least – just over
10mm.

Movement appears to be greater beyond the drip line, and less beneath the canopy possibly
associated with the protection offered by the canopy against rainfall. No doubt this is the
situation beneath many of the impervious driveways that we mentioned in last months edition
following the research by Esure and the BGS.  The driveway effectively shields the soil in the same
way, driving roots further afield for moisture.

Below we see the envelope of movement – the lower graph (red) represents the subsidence values
for August 2006 and the upper line (green) plots the recovery values for March 2007. Beneath the
graph we have the maximum and minimum values. To the right of the data we have the graph
aligned with the Stations. Although we have recorded significant movement over the term, the
amount of differential movement has been quite small.
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Movement over T
The Aldenham

Below we plot the movement of individual stations for
with maximum subsidence taking place between August
May for the Oak only - the Willow wasn’t instrumented i

Nearly all stations are now above their starting point at

The pattern is similar for every station, with the amp
graphed on a particular day. For example, the top,
movement for all 26 stations on the 29th March 2006.

This provides some idea of the magnitude of movement
line in both cases) and dryest times (lowest line) of the 
of clay activity and mineralogy across the site as well as
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ime and by Station
 Willow and Oak

 both trees over time. Note the characteristic signature
 and September in 2007 and the point of contraflexure in
n time.

 the beginning of 2006. Some by as much as 20mm.

litude differing. Below we see the data for every station
 black line of the left-hand graph (willow) shows the

 between dates and differences between the wettest (top
year, showing which stations move most. It’s an indicator
 rainwater penetration.
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Modelling Ground Movement

res the modelled output with soil test results and precise levels from a
the data was gathered at or around the same time of year. ‘Soil sample’
 test, which has an accuracy of +/- 25%.

 levels (    ) fall within +/- 20% of the modelled profile (    ). The soils (   )
 with very little fit. We can see from the data that the model tends to
movement (less than 20mm) but is more accurate than the soils test over
ge, and consistently so.

 in ground movement from the precise level data is twice as much for soils
l. The correlation between Precise Levels and the Soils Model = 0.078 (no
red with 0.44 with the model.

rms better than testing the soils on all counts.

Electrolevels
ting data from electrolevels installed on a variety of sites across the UK,

is interesting. This composite image shows the general trendlines.

e from a range of sites and tree types, the predictive capability appears
 50 days of monitoring we are recording probability values of 0.91 from
 fit for root induced clay shrinkage) compared with say values of 0.3 for

 time of year when movement is of very low amplitude suggests that the
 to arrive at a diagnosis in two months in the summer period. The model

rom June through to December and weaker from January through to May.

 start to deploy moisture sensors on claims to supplement our evidence
blish regular updates and examples.
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Soil Interpretation Module

ways easy. “Does the blip at 2.5mtrs mean the soil is desiccated?”
 tests. Filter papers and oedometers produce similar graphs with
an suggest desiccation when in fact it is an anomaly of the filter
draining. Cases where gravity drains the water where we have clay
tone.

mple and the value (strains or suctions) to receive a probability
g. The application doesn’t need to know about units of measure. It
s well as suctions of 300kPa.

-Office claims handlers, insurers who would like to understand the
 when facing apparently complex claims and of course, engineers and
otechnical background.

 year and bookings are up by around 15 – 20% for attendance at the
ston University on the 12th June.

elcome a number of arborists to the group along with insurers and
ineers.

rom some of our research at Aldenham, looking at modelling both in
nd underwriting as well as discussing how we might apply these
ims are handled in a practical sense.

soils model will be demonstrated along with the triage application
ully we will have the telemetry equipment for a live demonstration
dvised of recent developments in gathering evidence for Third Party
gal position.

 this edition.

Left we have a montage of results illustrating some of the
issues that make interpretation difficult:-

1. Under-draining.

2. Soil Mineralogy and ‘odd’ Ko lines.

3. Stratification – sand lenses and variable composition.

4. Heave

Our new application - part of the DataREADER suite – will help.
It distinguishes between a variety of ‘wiggly lines’ of the sort
we see here.
0



ELECTROLEVELS – Case Study

Electrolevels are being used to monitor movement of a 2.3mtr high retaining wall at a site near
Shrewsbury and below we reproduce some early data covering a 54 day period. The top graph is plotting
movement (angular rotation in degrees) and the lower graph is plotting temperature.

Electrolevels have measured movement in the range of –0.04 to 0.05 = 0.09 degrees. The temperature
change in that time has been 22 degrees.

We are measuring approximately 0.004 degrees of rotation for every 1 degree change in temperature.
The close correlation between the two sets of data suggest that movement is being driven by
temperature change.

The movement is probably of the order of +/- 15mm at Station 3.
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General arrangement showing
the retaining wall in relation
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Sensor location shown in red.

We will be providing details of
actual claims and case studies
where electrolevels and
moisture sensors have been
used ovet the coming months.
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